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The evidence that 32 children under the age of ten were slaughtered at Houla, specifically
by forces of the government of Bashar al Assad or its instruments is based upon claims that
have not in fact been verified.

While the role of forces supporting the regime in Damascus can not be ruled out, the actual
events that gave rise to it are rooted in daily escalating operations of specific foreign funded
terror forces of imperialism derived from Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Qatar, Kuwait and Libya.

The horrors of Houla are thus deployed in an identical manner in which the N.A.T.O – U. S.
war on Libya was managed. Coordinating U.S., British and cognate foreign intelligence and
mercenary  forces  were  installed  specifically  in  Libya  to  hijack  popular  disaffection  and
displace  it  for  the  purpose  carving  up  the  country

In Libya, the slaughter of fifty thousand people ensued while competing foreign run militia
ravage Libya whose 44.2 billion barrels of oil assets and resources are parceled out among
scavenging imperial  predators  who set  the  process  in  motion when they hijacked the
uprising that began with the oil workers of Ras Lanuf.

Similarly, the current armed attacks in Syria are foreign in origin bearing the same imprint
as that which ensued in Libya and engendering escalating violence and terror bombings,
ascribed invariably to the target regime.

With  imperialism,  its  hands  dripping in  the  blood of  the  peoples  of  Iraq,  Afghanistan,
Bahrain,  calling  for  military  removal  of  the  al  Assad  regime,  claims  regarding  specific
responsibility for the butchery at Houla of these children under the age of ten must be
subject to evidence beyond proclamations by U.S. commanders.

The same is true of the daily media campaign by CIA’s talking heads at CNN, who conjoin
their propaganda “reports” to orchestrated demands that a U.S/ NATO military invasion
overthrow the government in Damascus.

Major  General  Robert  Mood,  the head of  the U.N.  international  unit  in  Syria  pointedly
avoided  ascribing  responsibility  for  the  massacre  of  the  children  in  Houla,  stating.
“Whatever I have learned on the spot in Syria is that one can not jump to conclusions.”

The collection of killer squads run in Syria by Saudi, Qatar, Libyan and mercenary forces
have transformed what was a movement of popular disaffection into a foreign and imperial-
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run terror operation with the specific objective of removing the government and sidelining,
not empowering popular opposition.

The imperial campaign is intended to liquidate popular opposition not merely to the regime
in Damascus but to the foreign terror squads put in place and set in motion by imperial
sponsors whose agenda in Syria as elsewhere is to carve up Syria and render it a non-viable
state.

The U.S. and N.A.T.O military and political  functionaries who are orchestrating imperial
overthrow in  Damascus  continue  apace  to  slaughter  and  torment  the  people  of  Iraq,
Afghanistan, Pakistan and Libya. In their daily predations they deploy the same methods
and ideological cover.

Imperial killer squads are the fitting instruments of U.S. and N.A.T.0. rulers whose power is
predicated  upon  the  permanent  destruction  of  democratic  aspirations  and  of  political
movements and programs capable of displacing a dying order.

The last thing the imperial carvings-up of target countries intend is to facilitate popular
control over national economic and social resources.

The real political agenda of which “Target Syria” is the current expression, is permanent
subjugation of the mass of the Syrian people, the very condition obtaining in the countries
whose mercenary forces have been organized, armed and insinuated in Syria by U.S. and
N.A.T.O. rulers.

This is the abiding political and military setting for the war proclamations emanating yet
again from Washington and N.A.T.O. capitals, and punctuated ad nauseam by the scripted
declarations of the country-selling regimes of Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait.
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